Inter-subject differences in personalized technical ear training and the influence of an individually optimized training sequence
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Abstract: Technical ear training aims to improve the listening of sound engineers so they can skillfully modify and edit the structure of sound. Despite recent increasing interest in listening ability and subjective evaluation in the field of audio- and acoustic-related fields and the subsequent appearance of various technical ear-training methods, the subject of how to provide efficient training for a self-trainee has not yet been studied. This paper investigated trainees’ performances and showed that an (inherent or learned) ability to correctly describe spectral differences using the terms of a parametric equalizer (center frequency, Q, and gain) was different for each person. To cope with such individual differences in spectral identification, the authors proposed a novel method that adaptively controls the training task based on a trainee’s prior performances. In detail, the method estimates the weakness of the trainee, and generates a training routine that focuses on that weakness. Subsequently, we tried to determine whether the proposed method—adaptive feedback—helps self-learners improve their performance in technical listening that involves identifying spectral differences. The results showed that the proposed method could assist trainees in improving their ability to identify differences more effectively than the counterpart group. Together with other features required for effective self-training, this adaptive feedback would assist a trainee in acquisition of timbre-identification ability.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Technical listening refers to a cognitive process and its corresponding ability through which a listener can systematically discriminate and identify sonic differences. In the audio and music business, technical listening ability is considered essential for sound processing “in order to create the desired quality of sound,” as asserted by Miškiewicz [1]. It has been common that an assistant engineer learns this ability by observing how an experienced senior engineer fulfills requests from clients, and provides them with improved sound quality. While this kind of on-the-job training has been greatly respected and effective, it is not efficient, as it requires “a great deal of time” [2]. A systematic training curriculum for technical listening could therefore reduce the time that is required for entry-level engineers to reach an expert level.

Since Retowski’s initial work, Timbre Solfeggio, many institutions have developed systematic training programs of technical listening, often referred to as technical ear training, for their junior employees or students [1–8]. Whereas the specific purpose of the training program varies according to educational goals, the fundamental training method is to have trainees compare a reference signal with its sonically modified version, comprehend the difference,
and then repeat the process until they can reliably identify the sonic difference without a reference. This is similar to a general learning process. For example, Iwamiya et al. [2] compared this technical ear-training to “the simulation training which astronauts undergo.” Just as astronauts can handle unexpected situations in space through numerous simulated missions and operational tasks, a technical ear-training program aims for a trainee to acquire fundamental principles of critical listening to “face the real job contexts” [2] at any time.

Traditionally, technical ear training was conducted in private or group sessions and required a dedicated instructor. In private training (such as [4]), an instructor provides the trainee with demonstrative work and the necessary feedback for efficient learning. While this private training is an ideal method, it is usually reserved for small numbers of trainees. Therefore, many institutions offer their students group training. The benefit of group training is that trainees can share the listening experience and develop common descriptors corresponding to physical variations of the auditory signals. Both students [2] and company employees [9] who have received group training have reported that the commonly developed descriptors helped them to communicate about acoustics- and audio-related topics in an effective and consistent way, thus reducing the chances of misunderstanding others. Another merit of group training is that the instructor can motivate trainees by stimulating soft competition among them. Marui [10] found that students, especially those who have just begun ear training, have a tendency to become more active when they notice the progress of their colleagues.

The benefits from the private and group training are not easily shared by individuals who are interested in the technical ear training yet have no instructor who can guide them. Individuals in this situation have to train themselves, using teaching materials available in various forms such as audio CDs [3], software [11,12], software with tutorial book [7], and an iPhone application [8]. This training can be categorized as self-training.

However, a self-trainee often faces difficulties in continuing the training. One problem is that self-training materials often do not evaluate the performance and inform the trainees about their progress. This could disincentivize the trainees, causing passive and unmotivated training. Another problem is that self-training material does not include appropriate feedback to guide the trainee to achieve effective learning. For example, if a trainee tends to repeat easy training that he or she seems to learn well enough, it would be necessary for the training material to judge whether the trainee should move on to new and more challenging material. Also, if one is struggling to learn a specific ability, a learning program should guide the trainee to repeatedly practice the related task to acquire the ability.

A potential solution to assist self-trainees is to develop a new training system that adaptively interacts with a trainee, which is common in e-learning and game-based learning. Garris et al. [13] reported that game-based learning can be effective because of “the intensity of involvement and engagement that computer games can evoke.”

The new training system records a trainee’s training history, analyzes his or her performance, and adaptively adjusts the presentation of training materials. In other words, the trainee can avoid redundant training and obtain individualized guidance for fast learning, with improvement of poor areas and effective self-study. We proposed that this new system can function as an instructor who acts upon “the available knowledge on its users and the subject matter at hand, to dynamically facilitate the learning process” [14].

With these goals, we conducted two experimental studies with two corresponding research questions: (1) Is there a listener-dependent idiosyncrasy in identifying spectral differences? and (2) Do adaptively regenerated training contents (for a specific trainee) assist in acquiring timbre identification ability more effectively than non-adaptive ones?

For the two experiments, we developed a personal ear-training program. The remainder of this paper includes a technical description of the program, experimental methods, results, and discussion.

2. PERSONAL TIMBRAL EAR TRAINER (PTET)

2.1. Operational Features of the Training Program

This section describes the operational features of a technical ear-training program, the Personal Timbral Ear Trainer (PTET), which was developed for self-trainees. The program was implemented using a graphics-based software development language, Max/MSP. As its name implies, PTET mainly focuses on technical-listening training associated with discrimination and identification of timbral difference. This program is based on the Timbral Ear Training developed at McGill University [4], but it is modified for self-training.

There are many tools [2,3,7,8] that provide a trainee with diverse and detailed categories of ear trainings that include detection and identification of timbral, dynamic, spatial, and temporal modification of a sound source. Such diversity is important in raising one’s overall listening ability. We decided to focus mainly on timbral training because timbre-related attributes influence overall perceived sound quality of produced or reproduced sound field and because appropriate timbre balance is regarded as the most important factor in that perception [15,16].

According to Corey’s book [7], there are two categories in timbral ear training: matching/removing and identifica-
tion. In the matching/removing category, a trainee shapes the spectrum of the stimulus using parameters of a parametric equalizer [17] (center frequency, gain, and Q) until he or she makes the spectrum of stimulus equal to the reference. This kind training is similar to the practical work of mixing or sound-reinforcement engineers, who try to remove spectral peaks or dips of the given sound field and match it to their “internal” references. Without this internal reference, it would be hard to make the appropriate adjustment. This leads us to the second training category: identification. The goal of the identification training is to increase a trainee’s ability to identify a small timbral difference, link it to the technical parameters, and eventually build a long-term memory using the technical parameter so that it can be used as an internal reference. While it is possible to configure PTET to satisfy both categories and it is recommended that an inexperienced trainee train in both tasks, we set PTET to provide only identification training. The decision was made because the identification training is for the acquisition of a long-term memory and is easier for inexperienced trainees to achieve.

PTET asks trainees to identify a given spectrum modified at one of seven center frequencies (125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz, 4 kHz, and 8 kHz) with one octave boost (peak) or cut (dip). For each question, a trainee can compare the non-processed sound at any moment during reproduction and report the identified center frequency. The program keeps reproducing the sound in a loop until the trainee provides the answer, and after the trainee confirms the frequency, the program displays the correct answer. Each training session is configured to have 25 identifications. This number was carefully chosen after heuristic trials conducted by the authors so that a single session can be effectively completed while maintaining a trainee’s concentration.

2.2. Adaptive Features of PTET
As explained in the Introduction section, the research objective of this paper was to experimentally investigate whether an adaptive training method would assist in effective learning by self-trainees. For this purpose, we manipulated PTET to operate in two modes: conventional and adaptive, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In a conventional mode, question-appearance probability is uniformly distributed, while in an adaptive mode a new probability is calculated according to an individual performance history. In other words, the adaptive mode generates a new probability of question appearance by calculating the weighting function of each frequency band for a specific trainee. It divides the relative weight of a specific frequency band by the entire weight as follows:

$$ P_n = \frac{W_n}{W}, $$

where $n$ is the index number of the seven frequency bands, $P_n$ is the probability of the question appearance for the frequency band $n$, and $W_n$ is the relative weight of the frequency band $n$.

$W$ is the entire weight, denoted as

$$ W = \sum_{n=1}^{k} W_n, $$

where $k$ is the maximum number of bands (currently 7). $W_n$ is calculated as follows:

$$ W_n = 100 - \frac{100 - L}{100} R_n, $$

where $L$ is the minimum weight and $R_n$ is the correct answer rate for band $n$. $W_n$ decreases monotonously as $R_n$ increases. To confirm whether a trainee has achieved a high correct rate by chance, the program needs to test even for a high-score band by assigning a non-zero value to $L$. Currently, $L$ is set at 25 after several heuristic trials, resulting in a $W_n$ value range of 25–100.
It should be noted that $W_n$ in a conventional mode is always 100 for any value of $n$. Nevertheless, a single session (25 questions) would result in a different number of question appearances for frequency bands. We also confirmed that a conventional mode with multiple training sessions provided a uniformly distributed probability for all frequency bands.

3. EXPERIMENT I: INTER-SUBJECT DIFFERENCES IN IDENTIFYING SPECTRAL MODIFICATION

3.1. Methods

With the initial version of PTET, we evaluated the functional features and possible improvements of the program in order to make it better serve self-trainees. Four trainees participated in the first experiment. They were experienced listeners who had worked as audio signal-processing engineers and/or researchers for more than 10 years. Yet, the subjects were untrained listeners for this experiment in that they had no previous experience with technical ear training. The trainees regularly gathered once a week and practiced the week’s task as a group under the supervision of the first author, who served as an instructor and explained the operational features of PTET and the mission of the week. The author did not provide feedback on any trainee’s performance but rather observed whether there were specific tendencies in the trainees to identify spectral differences. All of the trainees had to complete each week’s assignment before the following week’s group practice. The training continued for eight weeks, and the training contents are listed in Table 1.

This curriculum was set to provide eight sessions. It started with a demonstrative session that was modified with a large spectral peak (+12 dB), then it generated questions of a smaller peak (+6 dB) and provided spectral dip (−12 dB) later. At the end of the training, the trainees were asked to identify random gain variations (either +12 dB, +6 dB, or −12 dB). During this training, the trainees were encouraged to evaluate the technical and operational features of the program and to share their evaluations with other group members. During this training, the trainees were encouraged to evaluate the technical and operational features of the program and to share their evaluations with other group members.

The participants conducted an hour-long group training session every week with an instructor (the first author) using a loudspeaker (Yamaha MSP-5), and they were required to conduct individual practice and assignments using a set of headphones (Beyerdynamic DT770).

After the eight weeks of training (group and individual), the trainees had to take a test that determined how consistently they remembered the spectral differences in terms of center frequency and gain. As stated in the Introduction section, the purpose of this test was to experimentally observe whether there is a listener-dependent idiosyncrasy in identifying spectral differences. The test was conducted in a recording studio using the same loudspeaker that was used for group training (Yamaha MSP-5). Since all trainees had to participate in the test simultaneously, they could not hear acoustically identical sounds. Yet acoustical differences associated with listener position were small enough that they did not generate characteristic idiosyncrasies that affected the testing results. We used four sound sources—pink noise, orchestra, drum, and piano—for the final test. For each sound source, we provided trainees with a set of 25 questions. Within a set, three gains (+9 dB, +3 dB, and −12 dB, representing a large peak, small peak, and dip) were randomly selected with equal probability. The +12-dB peak was excluded because it was too easy for the trainees, and the +3-dB peak was added as an anchor question to show whether the trainees could identify a smaller gain change.

3.2. Results

Figure 2 shows the results of the final tests. The ordinate represents the trainees’ correct answer rates averaged over the four sound sources, while the abscissa represents the center frequencies of the seven bands. The test results highlight that the post-training ability to identify the given spectral modification was not the same for all trainees. This ability is a combination of inherent potential and learning through training. Even after the eight-week program, one trainee found it difficult to identify spectral differences in low-frequency bands, while another had similar confusion with high frequencies. In addition, the trainees commented that they felt that identifying the band that they already knew seemed ineffective and redundant, and they wanted to get training on the bands that were difficult for them.

The results indicate that the training would be more effective if it could provide trainees with more exercises in the areas where their identification performance is incon-
consistent. For example, trainee Sub2 would benefit from more training on the frequency band at 4 kHz to build a consistent internal reference to that spectral change, whereas for trainee Sub1, training with more weights on a low frequency would be helpful.

Previously, Quesnel [18] observed from his study that ‘‘all students’ scores improved and the amount of improvement varied much between student.’’ We also confirmed the individual dependency and further showed that such dependency could be associated with individual identification ability for each specific spectral band.

4. EXPERIMENT II: INFLUENCE OF ADAPTIVE TRAINING

4.1. Methods

After confirming that individual performance differed among trainees, we conducted an experiment that investigated whether such individual differences could be supported by an adaptive training sequence based on an analysis of each trainee’s previous performance [19]. This study involved two trainee groups of four subjects that had similar descriptive statistics (average correct answer rates (64% and 63%) and variances (4.89 and 5.19)). Subsequently, we conducted a two-tailed t-test, which confirmed that there were no statistically significant differences between the two groups (p = 0.63, df = 6).

Two groups were labeled the Conventional Group, which was given training with a conventional method, and the Proposal Group, which was trained with the adaptive training method. The operational difference in the two groups was previously illustrated in Fig. 1, and the program generates a list of new probabilities of question appearances for a subject in the Proposal Group. For example, Table 2 shows a list of new probabilities for a subject (Sub2 in Experiment I), which was adaptively modified using the correct answer rates in Fig. 2. The process was also dynamic, so that if the correct answer rate changed in the middle of a training session the program automatically adjusted the question appearance accordingly.

This experiment was controlled so that subjects were required to attend weekly training sessions. The experiment took place in a recording studio at the University of Tsukuba using three types of sound sources—pink noise, orchestra, and piano—during a period of four weeks. We chose these three representative sound sources based on the results of Experiment I. While it would have been ideal to be able to conduct the same curriculum as Experiment I for the sake of comparison, the Experiment II was performed with students who were only able to participate for a limited time. Thus, the curriculum was reduced by half for the four weeks and, each week’s training combined pink noise and two musical sources.

Subjects were asked to conducted two 30-minutes practice sessions and to complete the main assignment of the week. For this individual practice and training, subjects used a pair of headphones (Sennheiser HD 650).

4.2. Results

Figure 3 shows the results of Experiment II. The correct answer rates for the three stimuli (averaged over all subjects’ responses to seven frequency bands and four-weeks of training) of the Proposal Group were higher than those of the Conventional Group. This trend was the same for the subsequent analysis of individual frequency bands. However, as Table 3 shows, the results of a one-sided t-test (significance level α = 0.05, where the Bonferroni-adjusted significance level is 0.016) indicate that the Proposal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Center Frequency</th>
<th>125 Hz</th>
<th>250 Hz</th>
<th>500 Hz</th>
<th>1 kHz</th>
<th>2 kHz</th>
<th>4 kHz</th>
<th>8 kHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct Answer Rate</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>54.5%</td>
<td>63.6%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted Probability</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
<td>20.3%</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Group and the Conventional Group became significantly different with the piano sound but not with the pink noise and the orchestra.

In addition, we investigated the improvement on the low-score band in order to verify whether use of the proposed method increased the correct answer rate in low-score bands as intended. For every week, we detected the three frequency bands where each subject scored lowest, counted the direction of change (i.e., increase, decrease, and no change) in the correct answer rate of those low-score bands in the following week, and compared the counts of the Proposal group and Conventional group. Figure 4 shows the occurrence number of the score change directions. The indices of change were ‘+’ = increase, ‘—’ = decrease, and ‘0’ = no change, respectively.

These results contrast the change of decrease and increase of the two groups. The Conventional Group shows more counts on the decrease (“—”) and no change (“0”) cases than the increase case (“+”), whereas the Proposal Group shows more evenly distributed counts for the three cases. This observation implies the possibility that the Proposal Group did not decrease the score as much as the Conventional Group did, even though the training task became more difficult every week and thus naturally tended to generate fewer correct answers.

However, the results of the sign-test in the low-score bands provided no statistically significant evidence on this possibility—the null hypothesis for this sign test was “there was no score decrease,” whereas the alternative hypothesis was “there was score decrease.” The results of the sign test (small samples, single-sided, significance level \( \alpha = 0.05 \)) were \( p = 0.06 \) for the Conventional Group, and \( p = 0.77 \) for the Proposal Group, with both not rejecting the null hypothesis, and therefore not showing a statistically significant contrast between the two groups. Although it is expected that the correct answer rate in the low-score bands would be improved by prolonging training time, further investigation on this effect remains for our future work.

5. DISCUSSION

Ear training in the audio and acoustic fields is still very young and growing, and thus the methodology has not been standardized among various programs and institutions. For example, the training program used in this paper presents a reference sound and a modified sound in parallel and allows a trainee to toggle between the two at any point. In contrast, other programs (including [2,3]) present two sequential sound sources. This sequential presentation of stimuli forces trainees to hold their impression of the first sound source and use it as a reference for the second sound source. While the latter requires more cognitive activity and thus seems to be more efficient in acquiring listening ability, the former is much more practical (for audio
engineers in particular) as they usually compare a modified sound source with a non-modified (often referred to as a “bypass”) version when applying a filter in situ. Another example is the number of questions in a single training session. In our program, we have 25, which we arrived at during program development after considering training performance and listener concentration. This specific number will probably be different for other programs. Likewise, most other parameters have been optimized through heuristic trial-and-error, and therefore they are program dependent, which makes it difficult to establish standardized training for multiple institutions.

While this program was originally developed to replace a human instructor, it is still in its early stages, and a substantial amount of work will be required to transform the program into a smart and instructor-free ear trainer. Also, in order to fully validate the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive adjustment in the probability of question appearances, it will be necessary to conduct a validating experiment that compares three large groups of trainees: a self-training group without adaptive adjustment, a group with the proposed adaptive adjustment, and a group with a human instructor who would analyze and provide individual guidance for the trainees.

6. CONCLUSION

To support self-learning for identifying spectral modification, we developed a personal timbre-training program. The program is designed to provide trainees with multiple tasks of increasing difficulty along with adaptive feedback that produces more training with regard to each trainee's weak points. The results showed that listeners tend to obtain spectral identification for specific frequency bands first, which made it necessary to design a new training method that adaptively adjusts the test content for specific listeners considering their previous performance. The consequent study results showed that the personalized and adaptive feedback could assist trainees in conducting more effective training by themselves as the difficulty of training increases.
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